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REFINING THE CAREER EDUCATION CONCEPT: PART III

Preface

Each year, since 1976, I have tried to gather together the key isoccasional
papers" prepitred during the year and place them in a single OCE mthiograph.
By so doing, we hope to make some continuing contributionti to the evolution
and refinement of the career education concept. The papers in this mono-
graph-,minus a special set prepared this year. in the domain of postiecondaty.
education ctmititute the 1977.78 refinement effort.

. ,
Two of these papers "Youth, Work, and Schooling" and "Applying the

Concept of Collaboration to Education/Work Policy" have been prepared for
publication in other places. Each has been slightly edited by its publishers from
the form in which it appears here. I wanted them here in their .origirtal form.
Both concentrate strongly on the concept of collaboration which has been one
of the prime focuses within OCE during the past 12 months. They hopefully
will stimulife readers to seek out and study the entire'rnonograph series on
"Collaboration In Career Education" which .have been prepared during 1978.. ,

..... .. itYI't The "PSychosclerosis and Career Education" paper is one moat properly
rea in conjunction with the "Youth, Work, and Schooling" patter. Taken,
tog ther, both have implications for those concerned with implementing career
education. While they approach the problem from different perspectivei, the
basic topic is the same in both papers. Both have been used repeatedly during,
1978 as official OCE -speeches delivered to State career education conferences.

The "Thoughts on EBCE and Career Education" paper was delivered only
once --and that was the Second Annual EBCE National Network Conference
held in Washington, D.C. on February 28, 1978. For some time, the EBCE

-. effort within both 4E and NIE. has---evolved and operated in a fashion
Independent of the. conceptual efforts within OCE itself.,A sizeable number of
Federal dollars has been expend in demonstrating various EBCE models. It
seemed to me that, in order tot reduce confusion among LEA and SEA
personnel,, it was essential that some attempts be made ku identify and suggest
resolution of some of the most obvious conceptual conflicts between EBCE
arid "career education" as envisioned )within OCE. This paper was cleared at
the highest levels within USOE prier to delivery and does represent a
USOE--not just an OCEposition.
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The "YEPPA: Obligations and Opportunities for American Education"
paper was prepared to represent OE's position at- the initial regional workshops
held . by DOL for LEA.. and CETA Prime Sponabrs. It Is obviously. an
embryonic beginning effort. The topic is of Much greater importance than it

_swears to be, from this presentation. Currently. OCE Is moving actively to
collect and distribute much more comprikhensive and useful information'about
YEDPA's implications for the profeseionsi education community. This paper is
only the beginning of what must becoroe a major effort.

Finally, the "Community Career Education Resource Center Concept" is a
pa that, prior to this time, has never been presented anywhere. It simply
ropy sent' an idea 4 had one time that I thought should be writiten down. OCE
is f lowing up this idea dulling 1978-79 ivith an RFP tha VIII hopefully
illus rate its viability.

Kenneth i. Hoyt
Director, Office of Career Education
United States Office of Education



PSYCHOSCLEROS1S AND CAREER EDUCATION

I once saw sign In a dentist's office that contained the following'
definition: PSYCHOSCLEROS1S HARDENING OF THE ATTITUDES. It is a
definition most *appropriate to consider when one contemplates the probable
flaunt of career education.

That is, in my opinion, career education has reached a stage in its evolution
where reasonably clear answers are present for those who ask what it is, why It
is needed, how to do it, and whether or not it will work. While, to be sure, such
answers . will continue to gain in clarity and refinement, they are already
availably in suMciently positive 'terms so as to justify moving toward a
sustaining career education 'effort. The bask problem, then, is not he efficacy
of career education, but rather attitudinal changes required for iniplemeriting
the basic changes in American education that the career education effort seeks
to accomplialt.

'Literally hundreds of attitudes exist that require changing. Rather than
attempting to identify them In specific fashion, I have chosen here to discuss
thein in four' broad classes. These include: (a) attitudes toward infusion;
(b) attitudes toward collaboration; (c) attitudes toward education; and (d) atti-
tudes toward American youth.. For each of these four classes of attitudes, Iwuld like to identify the kinds of attitudinal change career education

4cs to accomplish.

As examples of attitudes are identified within each class, I would hope you
would consider each in two ways; first, in terms of the extent to which this is
an attitude you hold; and, second, in terms of the-extent to which this): an
attitude you see existing in others. If you do so, you will be able to judge
career education's future for yourself.

Attitudes Towiird Infusion

Onc of the becIN priiriples of career education that career education
seeks to infuse employabil4 skills within all existing educational programs and
courses rather than add another course or set of courses to the existing

-*curriculum.
Several attitudinal problems are currently acting to impede

implementation of infusion efforts.



One is the "what do you molly have in mita'?" attitude. This attitude is held
by tilt*. who still cent to believe we arc really trying to build a career
CdtiCatitin "empire" the run by a new kind of specialist in education, When

such persons see current ions' fthed at employing career education
racilitatots at the school di filet level and at establishing community
education/work councils, they cm to interpret this as meaning their tears
were justified. It would be - ironic, as Welt at tragic, if the mechanism we
establish to make sure infusion works were it cause some to believe we never
realty wanted infusion in the first placr . -..

A seeond attitude t44 be changed is seen in the statement. "I'm willing to; t,help you with your problem." Teacners expressing such attitudes have
obviously not accepted the goal of education as preparation for work as one of
their resixisibilities. The infusion approach cannot work until account-
ability conies to the classroo,m for attaining career education learner
outcomes. Those teachers who resist` accountability on the grounds that
"you're adding to my load" worry me par "cularly. Such teachers must realize
that the goal of education as preparation ft r

,
work is one the gcncrid public has

expected them to be accountable for all along. It is not a matter of "adding to
the teacher's load." rather, it is simply a 'matter of accepting a responsibility
that has always been pre,sent.

The classroom teacher ix the key person in career education implementation
efforts. That is why the single greatest emphasis in the new career education
legislation is placed on providing inservice education to the teaching faculty. It
is also why, in that legislation career education specialists are called for at the
school district, but nut at the school building level. Real change can core to
education only 1Si the classroom. We must oveYcome these attitudes before-this
can happen.

Attitudes Toward Collaboration

In addition to infusion, the concept of collaboration stands as thesecond
bedrock principle of career education. The concept of collaboration in career
education is viewed as a process involving shared commitment, responsibility,
and authoritetween the formal system of education and various segments of
the brpader community for meeting identified career ed4ation learner
outcipies. current negative attitudes, both within education and among
members, of the business /labor /industry community, are preventing the
concept of collaboration from being fully and effectively implemented.

-)



On the business/labor/industry side': the attitudes often heard can he
summarized in the following way :

Preparing youth for work. is the responsibility of the formal education
system, WJ have a real interest in the success of education in meeting this
responsibility and lure willing to help. If educators desire out help. they must
tell us exactly what they want us to do, for how long. and at what cost. We
will then be able to respond in a specific fashion.

We would like to See such attitudes changed in ways that would make the
following statement represent the general attitude of the businessAabor/
industry community:

'Preparing, youth for work today is'a community iesponsibility, it is not
something the education system can do adequately by itself. We are willing,
to join forces with educators in meeting and accepting this responsibility.

We bre willing to make a sustaining commitment to this effort provided
educaticth does likewise.

On the education side, the negative attitudes toward implementing a true
collaborative effort can be summarized in the following way:

We in education need and apype a assistance of the broVer community .

in preparing youth for work. I carer education policy decisions, however,
must remain with the d of. .thication. Career education is an
educational program, nol a c nniunity ogram.

We would like to see such 'attitudes char ed in ways that would make the
following statement represent the general a de of the fo,rnal e ucation
system:

We in education recognize that we have neither the talents nor the resources
to adequately prepare .youth for work through only our own efforts. While
the school board must ret n responsibility for broad education policies,
there are a host of program atic .policies required for implementing career
education that must be evolv through the joint efforts of educators and
members -stipe business/l )r/industry community.

In short it iso a matter of encouraging the education system to "let go" at th
same time wE aie'encouraging the_businessilabor/industry community to "tak
hold." Obviously, these two events must go together if chaos, resentment, and
disillusionment are not to occur. Until .this happens, we do not have
"collaboration," but only "cooperation"and the career education effck,
cannot succeed that way.

3



Attitudes Toward Education

The advocates -and opponents of Career education conic from diverse
segments of education and the broader community. Some who support, and
some who oppose, weer education do SO' fro every good reasons based on
positive attitudes. On the other hand, some of carver education's supporters, as
well as many of its opponents, bring negative attitudes to bear In doing so, The

IL11,11/tntgritiee attitudes I am referring to here include those of lack of confidence.
trust, respect, or hope for American education In terms of its potential for
helping solve problems of education/work relationships faced by today's
youth. Some persons seem to delight in pointing out the relatively small
inflUence our e tion system plays in altering youth employment/unemploY-
4/sent:problems- appear to concentrate their attention more on pointing
out weaknesses in education system and errors made by some engaged in
its operations. Still others devote a peat deal of effort to pointing out various
Muria of alternative education and proclaiming such alternative to be superior
to the current education system. Sonic in erch of these. **can s" can and do
make year convincing arOnekts, complete with data, and supporting their
views. I would be the last to say such arguments are completely lacking in
validity.

Instead, I would point. simply to the, fact that career education is an
approach to educational change built on a basic sense of confidence, pride, and
trust in the American education system. Career education seeks infusion of its
contents into' the curriculum, but it does not advocate abandoning that
curriculum. We seek to improve the ability of today's teachers to deliver
effective career education, but we do nit propose replacing them. We seek to
broaden educational OPpo unities for all students by utilizing the resources of
the broader community, ut we do not seek to substitute such opportunities
for those available in th education system itself. We seek to reallocate existing
educational dollars, we do not seek massive new sources of funding to add
something structurally different from that which now exists.

In doing so, career education is being built on such positiye attitudes
as: (1) the education system can -aid should--make some positive contribu-
tions to problemsyouth face in educatt /work relationships no matter how
mkny other negadve factors may be operating; (2) the American education
system, in spite of its obvious weaknesses, is the best yet devised for bringing
quality educational opportunities to all of the children of all of the people;
(3) today's teachers are the best prepared we have ever had. Further, most are
conscientious professipnal persons, who, given sufficient time and information,
are both willing and able to infuse career education into the teaching/learning
process. The truly mediocre teacher is a rarity, not a commonplace occurrence
(4) it will be far better for youth, and for the nation, to devote our energies t
improving our current system of education than to replacing it or establishing

4
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,
dual system to compete with it, and (S) U will he hotter to prepare youth for
employment than for unemployment.

ar
It is, I think. particularly imp' ant Itf rh41110 in the hitader community

who join educators in the col motive career education el tor t to examinewth
their own attitudes about the Amer 11 education system, if they do, I would

-.., hope they conclude that, like American democracy itself, it is. with all its
shortcomings, far bmter than any stihsattute system thall.could he invented.

Attitudes Toward Youth

I would like to comment briefly km attitudes existing toward those
career education seeks to serve the youth of this tit all the attitudinal
problems k he overcome. this. to me. is the nu si serious and the most
important.

For want or a better term. the negative attitudes 1 plant to refer to here can
be sailed "youthism". an explession designed, to b/ analogous to racism or
sexism as a basic sourfe 'of bias and prepidice in AmPririn sicioty. In my
opinion. "youthism" is fully as serious a social divenv- ,..s.,Arivetica as rac-
ism and sexism. It 'results in a stereotype that say,. awskiti...m youth are
irresponsible persons who neither know mu value work and so cannot be
trusted to hold responsible positions in the American occupational society. The
concept of "youthej4s" that Coleman referred to several years ago has. so far
as I can determine, never been refuted nor seriously challenged. Coleman
contends that American youth. ages l(v-24. who seek employment in America

available to them primarily only "youth jobs" jobs with little challenge.
lento pay, little skill requirements, and little hope for advancement up a career
ladder. Being "not quite grown up" is considered synonymous with being
"irresponsit1."

1'

1, as a career education advocate., held such a negative view of youth, I
wouljl leave education for employment in a different area. Career education
has been built around a basic sense of belief and confidence din American
youth. Most youth I know would much rather look forward to being employed
than to being on welfare. Most youth I know are capable oaccepting
responsibility if given the opportunity and the skills required for doing so.
Most youth I know want to learn if we can show them how they can use whito
they are asked to learn. Most you th 1 know want to make positive
contributions to making and keeping America strong, safe, and healthy. Most
youth I knbw will welcpme and profit from a career education emphasis in
American education.
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YOUM, WORK, AND scHogiiNG

.

- . As.socjety becornes-r
mcreasingleef complete, relationships between education,.

.. -- and Work-become less perfectly -correlate+. They
and

not,however,--caise to
. Or,igt.ifta#ier, they change.bbt5ip their strength and in their basic nature...Such
' chanies-holctierious:implications for educators 'and for others concerned with

iproblems of youth employment, unemployrrrent, and underetnployment.7My
pyrp9.4 here is,to share some thotarils regarding these implications.

--y,".
. .- -, ... , . -,. - _ ,

Assuming -sthe presence -of positive, ifit imperfect, relationships betweene nneducatio and work, the. formal educatibh system oarinoi be considered as .,.. ,
eithei totally'resporisiblelior totally tOmeles. The ti*o. basic iiroblemri to be,- 9

- .faceil are: (9'deterrn- inins the.contributioni.the education systetrrcan reason-
aOty be expected, to riiake. toward the youth -unemployment problemaild
(b) iderktifyigg strategies torY-educational change -that cdn be viewed,'-as,-....
!kIPM0Frriate and zffecrivg in'these fillies. - ,.. 4 .. ... .\

I
. 4. .. 1, v.. . 4

" * ' ' 1.
l'A

I A 4 ,
1. .

a.

- .

A

'Before considering these problems nit muit be ma&e clear thataiinges in
Youth, employment r4t,es, cannot be."-onsidered, by itself, as an appropriate\

°_criterion for useeln evaluatirig the, effectiveness of education's contribution to
the total solution. It Ninappropriate to liold the education system accountable

tfor such large:contributing fadtars as: (a) the.number of jobs available; (b) the
rate- of Vconomic growth;* (c)Ihe impact of inflation; or- (d) changes in

*prociuctiiitY. It would, it,seems to me, beextremely difficult to assess, with 1,
exaciness, 'education's contributions so: such factors. On the other hand, the
e-ducaticfn -system., can,- and should, be4 held aCcountable for significant
contributions to readiness of youth roi.einployment::4.e., for- youth employ-
ability. It is employability then, not employment, that, to rne, should be°
Considered as-the prime criterion for use in evaluating edUcation's efforts with
respect to problerns youth face in becoming members of the occupational
society.

Let me now prdceed to an attempt to specify the major contributions the
education system can make to employability. This will be followed by a
discussioR,21: possible strategies for educational change aimed at the fact,
that these contributions can be made.



`r.

,Con butions of,Formal Education to Employability
.0

The goal of educition as preparation for work has always beeii one of the
prime goalt of-American education. Increasingly, during the last 50 years, that
goal has been interpreted primarily to mean, equipping school ledvers with
specific entry-level vocational skills for use in gaining membership in the
d ccupeiorial society. This' has been seen as a prime purpose for vocational

ieducaton at the secondary school level, occupational, education at the
Community .college -level, occupationally oriented tnajords at the baccalaureate
degree level; and, of course, of the vast-majority of graduate education. Thl

z---4 need for such specific entry-level vocational skips continues to increase in
importance.

40

Keetink such needs, however, Cannot), be considered synoliymous
iittaining'the goal OF-education as preparation for work. If school leaved are.to
meet the criterion of empioxabilify, the education system must do jnuch more
than simply providing them with specific entry-level vocational skills. The K-12
school system that 'changes only by increasing the quantity and quality of
vocational et:VA-ion is not meeting its emplo-yability, responsibilities. Neither is
the College or university who responds to the need only by increasing. its
attention to occupationally oriented majors vithile ignoring or-downplaying the
crucial contributions of liberal arts 'education. The presence of other
employability skills and. the sierious responsibilities of the entire formal
education systerrifrOmhe ilementary schooLlevel through the college and
university systemmust be\ ecognized and accepted.

The additional em-ployabilit
listed. They include:

skills I am referring to here can be quickly

1. 'basic academic skills of.- Mathematics and/or oral and" written communi-
cation.

Good-work habits leading to productivity in the-Workplace.

3. A personally meaningful set of work values that
both to value work and to want to work.

4. Basic u derstandings of the American economic
nature nd importance of work in our society.

will.lead the individual

system. and the general

5. Self-understanding of vocational interests, aptitudes,.and abilities along
with an understanding of related educational/occupational oppor-
tunities.



6. Career decisionmaking skills.
7. JobJob seeking, job getting, ar!'Liab-11 Ming skills. .

Skills in utilizing and discov
leisure tape.

,4

unpaid work as productive use of

r.9.. Skills aimed at effecting positive change in the occupational .sAiety
including those required for reducing stereotyping as,,.deterrents to full.
freedom df choice.

10. Skills usefurin humanizing the workplace for oneself.and for moving up
in the occupational society once entry has been gained.

An initial reaction of.many who 'view listings such as this is to ask, "isn't
this what the. education system has always done?" Those who-respond in this
.fashion must sqrely \recognite that, to whatever extent thii has been an effort
of the education sysiem, it surely has not been an effective one. The tine has
come to change, the education system in ways% that both emphasize. the "
importance of iniparting- such skills and demonstratinoheir effective delivery
to students.,

Implementing Change in E4ucation: Choosing a Strategy

A constant cal) for ctitinge.is" essential to. .the dynamic growth and
development of any part of Society. Such calls are rooted in the need to find
urposefulness and meaningfulness in basic goals. Any part of society that.
resists o( ignores the need to change tends to stagnate and die out in the
ecosystem of the larger society-.

;Mere are only two basic avenues available for accomplishing change. The
first, is to changeeither by increasing or decieasingthe currently available
resources. The second, is to change ways in which currently available resources
are utilized. _

The traditional approach to change taken by American education has been
that of' seeking increases inresources. The appropriateness of such an approach
rests on. assumptions that: (a) there is nothing wrong with the way the
education system currently operates; (b) the addition of new resources to
current operations will enable new challenges to be Tilet; and (c) funds can and
will be made available to pay for such additional resources and programs. None,
of these three assumptions appears valid today in light of the most recent
GallUp Poll on Education.'

t Galr. George
i Delta Kappan, 1977



The alternative avenue to change availa to Americ n
that: (a) there are serious deficiencies in effective ut
educational resources; (b) such additional resources as are n
through utilizin better and more effectively community r
field of )15tr 'education; and 're) American educators
changes in titudes and .actions. There appears to me t
believe tha achiif these three assumptions possesses a degr

education assumes
ation of current

eded can found
ources outside the
are susceptible to
be some reason to
e of validity.

Fdr this reason, I would choose the sec on f apppoir change over the
first.. Such a decision rests on a strategy at o s: a it is a "people change"
approach dedivted to changing till" attitudes and actions of educators,
sti.tdeiits, and members of the broader community; (b) a "program add-on"
approach to change involving new courses and new kinds of teachers is to be
avoided; and (c) an .infusLpd approach to melding new and existing content can
be devised that will, not detract from an emphasis on existing content.

Three bedrock principles lie at the heart of this strategy. The first principle
is that, for learning to be effective, that skill or knowledge to be learned must
be recognized as important and valuable by -both those who learn and by. those
who assist in Ihe,learcting process. Other things being equal, more learning will
occur when students who want to learn are in classrooms with teachers whO

want to teach. If this principle can be effectiifely implemented, such current
popular topics as declining test scores, discipline in the classroom, and high
truancy rates will "surely be alleviated. The key thing to concentrate on is
inserting a sense of purposefulness and meaningfulnets into the teaching/
learning process.

The second bedrock principle is that, for an effective emphasis to be placed
on implementing the goal of education as preparation for work, the physical
and personnel resources of the broader community must join, forces with
educators. Educators do not have the time, the talents, the knowledge, or the
resources to accomplish this task by themselves. Needed resources' exist in
every community that can and should be utilized. The best way to prepare '
students for the world of work is not to lock them up in a schoolhouse thus
keeping them away from that world. The days of educational isolationrsirt are
past.

The third bedrock principle is that, a conscious and conscientious emphasis
.on the goal of education as preparation for work can serve as an effective
vehicle for implementing the first two bedrock principles. Both the knowledge
and the skills to be imparted, important as they are, will, in tip-long run, be
relatively less important than the use of the goal itself as a vehicle for basic
change. If successful, use of.-this vehicle will also enhance attainment of other
basic goals of education. This is most important. The specific goal is to bring'a
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greater and more appropriate emphasis to the goal of education as preparation
for work. The generic goal, however, is to improve the quality of education.

tress--.1
Implementing Change in Education: Applying the Strategy

Let' us' assume thit tirre is agreement that American education should'
change in ways that more effectively deliver employability skills to students.
Let us further assume that the strategy chosen is that of making better use of
existing resources. The question remains, how is this strategy applied?

A first answer to this question is that the strategy must begin4iR the
elementary school years and 5ontinue through all levels of education. Pro ding
youth with employability' kills can, in no rationale way, be defended as a task
to be delayed until t1).! time they area ready to leave school for workor even'

, until the time they inter 4econdary:.education-. The need for employa4ility
s(C'skills is as great

they
collegeruniversitystaidenp and for adults facing mid-areer

changes as it is for K12 students.

A second'ansiVer is that application of the strategy must'take place under
conditions that neither demean nor detract from other orthY goals of the
education system. To pietendlhat all of education's effort should be devoted
to attaining the go.al of education as preparation for wo would be a fatal
mistake. a

A third answer is that, Lbf, all persons. involved, the key persons are the
teaching faculty. Application of the strategy must bef Carried out in ways at
enhance attainment of both process and content goals of tie teachin
Earlier attempts 'to join community resources with thoseiof education.
istem have failed because they either: (a) ignored, the teaching faculty; or

(b) asked the teaching faculty' to perform tasks over and beyond those related
to their teaching assignments. Real change can come to education only if it is
highlighted in the teaching/leaming process.

Fourth, the broader community must share. responsibility with the
education, system for the successes-,-and the failuresof this effort. It is thus
inevitable that the broadir community also share in formulation of basic
policies. The former use of community cooperation. must be replaced by-a true
collaborative effort.

Fifth, because of the multiple variety of actors involved in application -of
the strategy, unique reward systems must be built for each kind of "actor." If
such rewards cannot be monetary, then they oust at least be psychic. The
"What's in it for rner question is one that must be answered in a variety of
ways. It is much more difficult than would be the case were the strategy to be
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implemented through program "add pns" with one or more pertgns assuming
total responsibiW.

Sixth, the presence of a variety of-kinds of-"actors" makes special problems
for those seeking to evaluate. the effelniveness of the strategy. Specific roles
and responsibilities must be assigned to.each kind of "actor." The evaluation
design must take assessment of performance of such roles into account.

Finally, the newness of this approach to educational change must be
recogniged. Because o its newness, it Will be difficult for those accustom d to
the categorical program "add-on" approaoh to change to understind its asic,

nature and mode of -operation. Similarly, its newness makes it inevitable that
thany mistakes will be made leading thpse who participate and/or observe such
Mistakes to abandon their efforts. It seems probable to me that the 6roadet

communitynot the formal school system itselfmust, in many instances,
serve as the catalyst to sustain the effort.

The American education system has clear, but faj from exclusive,.
. responsibilities for the current oath unemployment problem. The best and

most viable warin win education system can contribute to solution of
these problems is tarotigh equipping school leavers with employability skills
over and beyond specific .entry-level vocational-skills; If this is to come about,
it will mean major change in the education system. The basic strategy most
appropriate for making such change is that of reallocation of current education
resourcesnot a new -"add on" categorical program effort. For this approacb to
educational change to work, the broader community must join forces with the
education system. Some attempts to Implement educational change through
this. strategy have already been carried out under the banner -of "career
education." It is a difficult, but not an impossible, task.

r
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APPLYING THE CONCEPT OF COLLABORATION TO
EDUCATIQN ORIC POLICY

The term "collaboration," in Webst New World Dictionary, is defined in
two ways as follows: (I) "the act orwoiking together, as in writing a book"
and (2) "cooperation with the enemy.". It is important to emphasize, at the
outset, that it is the former, rather ttian the latter, definition that is to be used
here! 1 ` d

J.

When applied to the generic topic- of_cdtication/work .policy, .the term
"collaboration" can be defined more specifically to mean: "A process
involving shared commitment, responsibility, and authority between the formal
system of .education end various segotentklytiftke..1**14*-r '-community for
meetini ide !fled leariier eeds in e eilifcation/work relationships

al

While no pr se is Made that thli definitiOn will find universal accep it
is important emphasize that it represents the rip aning
"collaboration" as used here. ( / 5'

. Several liasic assumptions combine tc: form the basis of need for this...-- .,

concept of Mlaboration. These include:

I. The term "education" include much mire than "schooling." Many
learning opportunities for pers s exist in the broader community over
and beyond those found in the formal system of "schooling."

f the term

2. It would be inefficient to try and impossible to succeed in an attempt to
incorporate all community learning resources within the rormar system
of education; i.e., "schooling."

3.
ri

The edticatiOnal needs of today's students cannot be actle>iately/met by
the education system alone. The 1 n' g resources the broader
community are needed and must be ut d.

4. The prime conicern vriust center around the extent to which learner needs
are met, not on which segment of the community receives "credit" for
meeting them. '

A

5. Learners. will profit most if various kinds of community learning
resources are coordinated with those of the education system in ways-
that enhance and expand the variety and quality of learning oppor-
tunities for each person.



0

fr. Various kinds of community learning resources can best help persons if
they join force's, rather than compete, with the education system. Our
commot concern for those we serve should be sufficient motivation for

doing so_- , (-7----.\
..

The three key words in the definitiOn of collaboration presented above are
"commitment," "responsibility," and "authority." The purpose of this paper is

discuss implications. of these three words for tiliT concept of collaboratioit in
ucation/work police actitms. . ,

-1
4

The Concept of Shared Commitment

Collaboration between this education system and the broader community
must start by mutual 'recognition of their joint itherest in and concern
regarding specific identified learner needs of those served by The education
system. A listing of such needs that might be used to determine the extent to
which such shared commitment exists in a given community includes, in the
case (Alan educationj'work policy, the need of learners to acquire:

1. a better understanding of the interdependence of occupations;.

2. a mare diversified set of opportunities for career exploration;

3. improved attitudes toward work as an essential .elemehtin society;

4. a better.understanding and appreciatiOn of relationships between work
and total lifestyle patterns;

5. improved ability to communicate effectively with achilt workers;

67 an increased motivation to learn subject matter taught in ools;

7. a more co plete and realistic understanding of how businesseihpi
organi2ati operates;

8. an increased understanding and appreciation of the private enterprise
system;

9. a better understanding of ways in whi personal skills and abilities of
different persons relate to the commu sty's need for workers;

10. a better understanding of the concept of competition in the labor
market and stimulation to compete for jobs in the labor market;

14
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11., a better- ustderstimding of the variety of Career paths' followed by adult

'workers during their working lives;
-it 1.

12. an opportunity to use adult workers as role models for carcr(decision-
.

d! --

making.

. ftehas beee said thatlf one's goal is to put a man on the moon, the first
- requitement for doing s/%iiismeto recognize this is what one is trying to do_

Similarly, if the concept ollaboration is to be applied to education/work
policy ctonceAs, the . first \requirement .is for tpth educators and members, of
the broadhl community to taree that a set air learner needs exist which, up
until this time, have nbt been met. They_ must further agree that these needs
are itnpoptant.and that both sidesi.e., the education system and the broader
community have - specific things to gain were these needs to be met.

It is important to emphasize the last point. To recognize the existence of a
set of common learner needs, such as listed above, may in and of itself be
sufficient to bring educators and Fiersons from the broader community
together for purposes of exptessing their interest and concern. It will not,
however, be svfficiellt to enter into a suslaining collaborative effort aimed at
meeting such needa. the motivation to begin and the motivation to continue a
given effort. are quite different things. Agreement on the existence of a set of
important _learner needs may be sufficient motivation to begin. To continue
demands that both educators and members of the loroader.conununity have, in
addition, a clear set of answers to the "Wherein it for me?" questioni.e.,
ways in which both the education system and ti4 broader community will
benefit wif-such learner needs are rnet. Answers to the "What's in it for me?"
question can be expected to vary widely both within the family of professional

- educators and among vitiout tegMents of the broader community. It is not
vital that such answers be shared with all others at the ,beginning, but it is vital

'5' that etch off' -the have faced the .necessity of beginning to aniwer this
question for himself/herself. 'Otherwise,. the re m& is likely to be the
accumulation of a great number of gob& intentions illich gather °`dust" while
waiting for any significant action steps to be taken.

The Concept of Shared Responsibility
if%

,
For too long, the educatioriq system and the businessilabA4ndustry

community liav each tended, to blame' the other for not meeting the kinds of
isarnei. feEcis i ritified above. Whee they tire of doing so, they often join
forc s and blank, thg learners themselves who, are least of- all, at fault.
Coll oration cannot and will not work under such pircumstances-. On
the contrary,_ a cbllaboraTive effort demands that those involved begin with a
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mutual atmosphere of trust, °respect, and confidence irt all parties involved.
Members of the ,broader community must recognize that the American ystem

_off public education, with all of ifs shortcomings, is the best system yet
for meeting the educational 'needs of all of the children of all of the e.
Similarly, educators mutt, recognize that the American system of private
enterprise, with all of its. shortcomings, is Mill far superior to alternative
economic systems existing in other parts of the world. Collaboration can 'occur
only when both partiesLe., the education system and the businessflabori-
industry communityrecognize the positiye poten each possesses for
helping to meet leather needsrthe e uxation/work relations ip domain.,

CV'

If ails is done, it will be y to recognize and acknowledge that g1 elements
involved can make positive c 'butions to 'meetin g the set orlden ti fled
learner needs. Look at the list t f identified learner needy listed earlier. Can you

.4- find any t t the education syste.rn could not, tb-sonle extent, meet all by*
itself? Si ilarly, can you identify any that the business/labor/industry
communit could not, t i some extent, also meet all by itself'? Assuming the
answ given to both questions is -"No," the next logical question is "Why,
then, ve not such. learner needs been better met?" Hopefully, the answer
give rvt thatquestion will be divided into two parts: (a) neither party inv,olveeL-
tias do e all that party -could do to meet these learner. needs; and (b) such
learner needs will be better met if both parties join forces and accept mutual
shared esponsibility for meeting them.

Theicasic problem to be solved is that of p have assumed that
preparing youth for work is solely the responsibility of t education system.
Further, both have assumedkhat, in the long run, the education system must
be held accountable for the success or failure of this effort. The broader
community has often expressed a willingness to help the education system
solve the problem. but they have not accepted any "ownership" of the
problem itself. Similarly, the education system has welcomed assistance from
the broader community, but has routinely resented attempts on the part of the
broader community to participate in pKgrammatic pOlicy decisions affecting
actions taken to solve the prOblem.

Collaboration cannot take place until and unless both parties accepit the
inciple that preparing students for work is a task that the education system

) c neradequvely accomplish by itself. Both the resources and the expertise of
the roader community must be utilized along with those of the education
syste . The broader ,community must accept some of the responsibility and
the ducation system must allow this to. happen. Accountability for , the
succ sesand the failuresof the total effort must be shared by all concerned.
Unl ss this happens, all that exists is cooperation, and true collaboration will
not have, taken place.. .
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The Concept of Shared Autarky

IOW

Societal "truisms" are created based sometimes on fact and sometimes on
myths'. They continue only if there - is at least a solid element of truth in them.
One such "truisM%' is phrased in this way: "Anything that is everyone's
business soon becomes the business of nobody." The concept of coil boration
is obviously susceptible to the consequences of this truism. IT colic tive
efforts are to be implemented on a sustaining basis, some o onal
structure that is in charge Enlist 'be created. It seems cle n at early
stage of things, that it would be unwise to attempt to find d promote a single

odel under an assumpiion that it cot be appropriat applied in every
co munity. Community differences are too great: What work best in one
community will not work best in another. Three posiible models, each gbf
which is in operation somewhere, will be briefly described here.

Model I is best represented by the IPAR effort in Portland, Oregon. IPAR is
an organization established, controlled, and essentially operated by the
business/labor/industry community in the,,,e-teater Portland area. Represents-
Wes from the education system are members of the WAR Council,' and
the Portland( Board of. Education contributes a small amount of funds an-,
nually to the IPAR efforts. However, the Vast majority of IPAR Council
members and the vast majority of its operating revenues come from the
butiness/labor/induitry community. It is physically housed and operates
outside the education system. It is much more than a simple service agency to
the education system. In addition to playing this role effectively, IPAR also
serves as an organization devoted to encouraging and promoting experimenta-
tion and tlw- widest possible community involvement with the education
system: It is basically controlled by the business/labor/industry communtty
and counts on annual vontributions from that community for its financial
'stability.

Model II isjlustrated by the many community career education action
councils opera Mg under, and created by, local boards of education. This
arrangement is typically operated under the administrative directiOn of a
person carrying the title of "community career education coordinator." That
person is employed by the local board of education and the model typically is
housed in some educational facility. The advantages seen for this model
include:

1. It assumes the presence of bard education dollars on a continuing basis.
This hard line education budget item assures the broader community
that they can count on the permanency of education's commitment to a
collaborative career education effort.



2. The council, s it is created by repois to the Board of Educa-
\

tion, stand* a far greater chance of influencing school board policy
than if it were to operate as a community agency_ Independent of the
board of 'educe.

3. The person in charge will, as a school board employee, be entitled to
participate in the fringe benefits (retireTent, hospitalization, etc.) of the

education system. *ffhout such benefit will .be difficult to attract a
competent person to the assignment on a career basis.'Moreovert as part'

of the education system, the presence *kcal facilities on a
continuing basis are assured.

to influence needed ch nge within the education system hat would be
t4. As part of the educati ' system, the council has multiple opportunities

difficult
k
to duplicate from the "outside." i

5. Because the council is established by board of education action in no
way prevents it from receiving part-:or even-a majorityof its o rating

funds from tljtbusinessilabor/industry community.

Mode3illf is illustrated by the seral community ,educatiOhltvork councils
currently operating,, under the -general direction of the National Manpower
Institute, with funds made available under a gra from the LI.S.'pepartment of
Labor. The basis assumption behind the "c ation and operstion of such
councils is that they operate as a "broker" tween the education system and

the broader community but owe their rim allegiance to neither. The
primary advantages of this model can be summ zed as follows:

1'. It establishes a non-threatening forum not "owned" by any tingle

segment of the society.

2. It allows and encourages a wide variety of community elements to
support the council financially so that all feel they are participating, not

*just cooperating, members.

3. It allows the council to remain problem/solution oriented and not tied to
any particular effort or "crusade" operating either within the education
system or in the' broader community.

4. It avoids any danger of being forced to stand with any one of the
collaborative partners against another. It does not defend thlischool
board against the community nor the community against the school

board,,--\
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It maximizes the number and 'variety of munity based organizations
serving out -of- school youth in' the commun and, in no way, limits its
primary operations to serving only in- school i4th.

Tliec. hard questions that any community interested in a k. orativeeducation /work' effort must address include: (a) How is the effort to besustained on a continuing sound financial bps's? (b) How will The effort operJtein ways that maximize internal collaboration on both, sides as well as externalcollaboration between the -education.,system and the broader covmunity?(c) How can the collaborative Authority be exercised with all segments ipvolvedin ways that do not interfere or undermine the broader mission of any singlepaAicistating element? and (d) Who is to be appointed as the individual charged-with day-to-day operational responsibilities? Individual communities, it seems,will have- to answer such questions for themselves. No single national
now. in existence appears to be a universal basis for answering these hardquestions. .

Implementing Collaborative Efforts: Paying the Price of Perspective

zlt, takes very little time or deep thought to recognize that a communitycollaborative education/work effort holds great potential for meeting a widevariety of related needs. Certainly, it is needed for effective implementation ofcareer education. It is an equally appropriate mechanism to use with vocationaleducation advisory council operations. Similarly, it is a mechanism much
leeded for effective implementation of the current YEDPA's effort of the
.S. Department of Labor that calls for actions of both community-based
rganizations and education systems in concert with CETA prime sponsors.Those concerned with problems of adult mid-career change are bound to lookon the concept of community collaborative education/work efforts with muchfavor-. So, too, are those community'elements looking for better coordinationof existing but-of-school efforts aimed primarily at helping youth solveproblems of education/work relationships. Theoretically, a community collabo--rative education /work con il, and is resulting operations, will serve all thesesocietal elements. -, -.

S'
From a practical poi of view, however, to begin such an effort with thisbroad array of goals d s not' seem wise. In each of the areas identified above,th6re are a host of internal, as well as external, collaboration problems to besolved. The first recmirement of any community education/work council mustbe that it gains sufficient strength, support, and demonstrated evidence ofeffectiveness so that it can continue on a sustaining basis. For this to happen, itseems to me that this effort must begin by concentrating on only a portion ofthe many areas in which it could logically become involved. It would seem
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better to take on only as much as it seems possible to deliver effectively at the

beginning. if Initial niece. "suits in, my, a three- to five-year period, then the

perametets of its operations can be expandell. If the initial efforts fail, so. too, .

wilt the organizational .structure established. Small successes are to be pre-

fared over limb failures. At least, that is the w' it seems to me.

The concept of ;dish° qtion is long- overdue in American society. The

satire ripnce of recognized nea for implementing education/work policy at the

community level holds hi pion*e as a vehicle for use in converting the
concept .of collaboration into operational actions. The road to implementation

of collaborative efforts is filled with many "rocks" including some labeled as

"tuffeManship," "def ," and "resistance to change," The needs of

both youth and adults f solving pr !ems they face in solving education/

work relationship problems will, hoparilly, serve as. sufficient motivation for
some of us to traverse this rocky road, no matter how difficult the task. The,
needs of those we seek to serve will justify our efforts.

V
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THOUGHTS ON EBCE AND CAREER EDUCATION

Each of the four major mode r Experienced Based Career Education has
produced posittve evidence of effecti4eness. 'Such results are apparent when
one looks at evidence of student 'enthusiasm, acceptance by the business/labor

`industry community, hard data relative to progress of participants toward
career maturity, or increases in basic academic achievement of participants. On

_ -all_of these counts, the four EBCE models have demonstrated themselves to be
effective mechanisms. I salute both this record of accomplishnient an the
willingness of those responsible for the EBCE effort to amass it.

If evidence of actual effectiveness were the sole criterion used for
determining educational change, American Education would undoubtedly have
a quite different history. That is, some innovations with unquestioned
effectiveness have been discayded while ,others, whose evidence of effectiveness
is either lacking or of questionable validity, have gained strength and
acceptance:This has occurred because educational decisionmakers must use
evidence of effectiveness as only one of a number of criteria to be considered
When making judgments. In addition to this criterion, educational decision-
makers must also- utilize such criteria as (a) cost effectiveness;' (b) ease of
impletpensation; (c) internal resistance to change existing among educators;
and (d) external resistance .to change existing within the broader community.
111IT worth, or lack of worth, of a particular form of educational innovation is
necessarily only one of a series of criteria used.

A second preliminary point regarding educational innovation would also
seem to be in order. In general, it seems safe to say that, witSin the "family" of
professional educators, a smItasvcentage exist who are ,particularly attracted
to the notion of educational change and innovation. Such persons, in addition

..eto tit& interests in innovation, possess two other special characteris-
tics: (a) they know how to write proposals that wi,11/ get funded with Federal
grant monez; and (b) they know how to prod e positive results in their
projects. They have nikt, typically known how t use their results to motivate
the great, majority of educatorsi.e., those o whom educational innovation
and change do not have positive appealto y their results and so to change
in the indicated direction-. When change ils` to occur, those whoacould be
called the ."true educational innovators" typically move on to a new form of
innovation and begin againAthis, to is part, of the history of American,
Education.
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It is within the framework of those two historical perspectives that I would

like to speak here'.` In order to say with the greatest possible clarity what I
would like to convey, I have divided these remarks into two parts, First, I
would like to present a brief picture of career educationits nature and current
status. Second, I would' like to present four alternatives for consideration by
those currently working in Experienced Based Career Education. I do hope
that this form of presentation will be helpful to you in deciiions you are
attempting to make at this conference.

Careir Education: Its Nature and Present Status

Nature

Career education can be pictured as an attempt to change American
Education in ways that bring a more appropriate emphasis to the goal of
"education as preparation for work" among the several basic goals of
education. The generic nature of the kind of educational change being
championed by career education can be outlined quite independently of its
content. Among its bedrock parameters, the following are especially crucial to

this discussion:

1. Careei education is conceptualized and organized around the theory and
research of career development. Thus, it is pictured as an effort that
begins inl the pre-school years and continues throughout most of the life

span. It thus fits into the concept of lifelong learning.

2. Career educaticin is pictured as an effort that is needed by and applicable

to all of the children of all of the people. It is, in no way, intended to

serve only a special segment of the student population.

3 Career education., is an attempt to bring a proper foct4 to the goal of
"education. as preparation for work" in ways that neither demean nor

detract from any other worthy basiOgoal of America% Education.

4. Career education's prime delivery mechanism within the formal school
system is infusion. it seeks to establish no new courses, curriculums, or
alternative school structure. It seeks to create internal change within
existing educational personnel, but it does not seek to,add new kinds of
educational personnel at the building level. It is a "people change,"

rather than .a-`=progrim add-on" approach to educational innovation. It
places basic trust in currently employed educators and curriculums. It
depends on existing programs but does not seek to add yet another.
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5. A second facet of Career educationlidelivery system is the concept of
collaboration between the school system and the broader community
Including both the business/labor/Industry/professional/government
community and the home/family structure. A bedrock tenet of career
education holds that career education is not something schools can do by
themselvesthat it:.mu'st become, both in terms of actions and in terms
of accountability, a community effort, not just a schools effort. Thus, in
addition to direct joint school/community interaction career education
also supports other community efforts to help youth in career
exploration and decisionmaking as part of the career education concept.

6. Filially, career education is an approach to educational change that 'Seeks
to increase educational-productivity without substantially increasing the
educational budget. It asks school systems to reallocate . the way they
spend -currently available dollars instead of asking the community to
support increased per-pupil costs for education. The primary costs of
career education are pictured as those involved in providing: (a) inserv-
ice education to currently employed eetwators; and (b) career education
coordinators at the school district/community levelbut not at the
building level.

Current Status

Since fornially coming into existence in 1971, the career education concept
has been introduced into more than 9,000 of the 16,000 4' K-12 school
districts in this Nation. In the last few years, it has also become increasingly
popular in a wide variety of postsecondair.education settings ranging all the .

way from community colleges, to four year colleges and universities, and even
into adult education efforts. During this same period of time, it fias been
endorsed by such groups of major educationaldecisionmakers as: (a) the
Council of Chief. State School Officers; '(b) the National School Boards
Msociation; (c) the American AssociatiOn of-School Administrators; (d) the
National. Association of Secondary School Principals; Al (e) the National
Association of Stute Boards of Education.

Among practitioners within the education system, career education has been
endorsed by such diverse groups as: (a) the American Personnel and Guidance
Association; (b) the American Vocational Association; (c) the National Educa-
tion Association; (d) the National Council of Teachers of Mathetilatics; (e) the
National Council of Social Studies; (f) the American Industrial Art'. Associa-
tion;'and (g) the American Council of Teachers of Foreign Language, as well as
others. It has also been endorsed by the Natiopal Congress of Parents and
Teachers.
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Within the broader community, career editcation has been endorsed by.such
groups as: (a) the ChaMber of CoMmerce of the USA; (b) United Autoworkers
of America; (c) United Rubber, Plastics, Linoleum, and Cork Workers of
America;. (d) National Federation o4' Independent Businessmen; (c) American
Legion; (f) Boy Scouts of the USA; and (g) Women's American ORT.

The number and variety of endorsements career education has received
exceeds its record of hard evidirriCe demonstrating its,.effectiveness. While many
preliminary indications of effectiveness exist, this no .way that career
education. as a total movement, could be said to have complied anywhere near
as effective a record of effectiveness as has Experienced Based Career
Education. There is no doubt about that.

To some, the "bottom line". with regaid to the current status of career
education is seen in the recent signing into law OfP.L. 95-207THE CAREER
EDUCATION INCENTIVE .:ACT OF 1977by, President' Cartir. The Congress
and the President, by this legislative action, have demonstrated their support

-"and endorsement of the career education concept. To others more skeptical,
passage of P.L. 95-207 is the ".next to the bottom line" with the real "bottom
line' to be decided by actions of the 95th CAingress with respect to
appropriations for this-new law. As you know, such decisions. have-et to be
made.

Thus, while career education's record of demonStrated effectiveness is still
modest, its record with respect to acceptance offiasic nature and goals is quite
impressive. It would, I think,- be difficult to justify an assertion that there has
been little interest in, enthusiasm for, or acceptance of the career education
.concept. Its marketing strategies, at least to date, have been successful.

During this same petiod, Experienced Based Career Education has operated,
first, as an alternative delivery mechanism of career educatiOn and, during the
last few years, as an effort independent of the mainstream of career education.
It is wit_h this kind of background that 1 would now like to turn to what seems
to me to represent current major available strategies .for Experienced Based
Career Education to consider in relation to the career education concept as a
whole.

Strategies For Consideration by EBCE

Since establishment of OE's Office, of Career Education in 1974: Experi-
enced Based Career Education has operated completely apart from OCE. It still
does. Rather than continue to -ignore this fact, it seems to me the time has
come to consider some alternative strategies for EBCE to consider vis-a-vis its
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possible relationships to career education: Four basic strategies appear to me to
be available, each of which deserves brief discussion.

Strategy A: Compete With Career Education

One obvious strategy available to EBCEI is to embark on an ambitious
campaign to compete with career education as an approach to educational
change. Certainly, the. initiressive record of EBCE effectiveness provides a
powerftil base for use by those wishing to adopt this strategy. Such a campaign
would logically begin b' emphasizing the relative ,advantages of EBCE over
traditional- career edudatton inrterms of resea and evaluation evidence. The
record already exists.

To adopt such a strategy would, of course, demand that EBCE simultane-
ously seek to emphasize the differences between itself and traditional career
education in a clear and forceful manner. While the four existing EBCE models
differ somewhat, it would not seem difficult to claim that the EBCE
approachwith the possible slight exception' of the RBS modelis one carrying
the following basic assumptions:

1. EBCE is best thought of as' an alternative curriculum, if not an
alternative school, approach to educational change.

2. E E is -an approach' that Is to be considered appropriate for the
sec ndary school, but not the elementary school setting.

3. EBCE is an approach this is designed to appeal, to some, but not all, of
. the student body.

EBCE is an approach that seeks to place major responsibility for
acquisition of academic skills on the broader community with classroom
teachers best viewed as learning facilitators.

S. EBCE is an approach that calls for the presence of new kinds of
educational specialists at the building level.

ti

In each of these ways, EBCE could be clearly pictured as resting ,on a
different conceptual base than traditional career education. EBCE proponents
can, of course, be. expected to delete some of the differences I have outlined
here and may well' choose to emphasize others. That is not the point. Rather,
the essential action required is to clearly state and emphasize the differences
between 'EBCE and traditional career education. If competition is to be the
`Same of the game," this kind of effort will be essential. The goal, of course,
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w uld be to encourage educational decisionmakers and members of the
b der community to endorse EBCE over traditional career education. It is
ce ainly a strategy that is readily available and well worth serious consid-

ion. "

Strategy B: Add EBCE To The Total Career Education Effort

A second currently, available strategy is to embark on a campaign aimed at
convincing educational decisionmakers that_, a prognvn of EBCE should be
added to existing school programs so that the concept of career education can
be effectively implemented:\

The rationale appropriate. for use here is simple and straightforward. It
builds on recognizing the fact that career education's implementation is already
heavily dependent on a number of kinds of educational programs that receive
no direct career education dollars. Such programs include vocational education,
cooperative education, and work experience education in addition to the
variety of academic education programs. In, combination, such existing
educational programs supposedly meet the educational heeds of all students.
Career education efforts are being infused into all of these programs, but the
programs theinselves are not supported by career education funds.

EBCE advocates might easily make the claim that, for some students, yet an-
other kind of educational programnamely, EBCEis needed. The evidence of
fairly large numbers of youth who are "turned off" by existing educational
programs is solid and impressive. It could effectively be argued that school
boards and taxpayers should invest in one more program to meet the needs of
such students. If this idea could be sold, it would be obviously easy to
demonstrate how this new kind of educational program makes sizeable and
substantial contributions to implementations of the career education concept.
There is no doubt, that this is already being demonstrated in those school
systems who have moved to add an EBCE program to their currently existing
career education efforts. Several such school systems are represented in this
audience.

The primary difficulty with this approach is that it does involve asking for
substantial increases in the education .budget. Whether or not this idea can be
readily marketed in these times is open to question.. Still, logically, this is
certainly a viable alternative for EBCE advocatekto consider.

ts
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Strategy C: Become A Champion Of Experienced Based Education

A tiAird immediately available strategy for EBCE to consider would demand
only that the word "career" be dropped from its title; i.e., instead of being
known as "experienced based career education:" attempt to be known as
"experienced based education."

Operationally, as .1 read the EBtE literature, this is the general direction in
which, EBCE appears to be headed. Thpt is, when critics raise, as an objection
to. EBCE, the -claim that EBCE emphasizes only the goal tor "education as
preparation for work," EBCE advocates quickly p6int out that this simply is
not true. On the contrary, they say, the EBCE approach encompasses all of the
basic goals of Asierican Education- includidg such goals as academic achieve-
ment, wise use of leisure time, citizenship, and cultural appreciation in addition
to the goal of education as preparaion for work. Such assertions are, of course,
necessary in order to justify the EBCE process that" calls for participating
students to spend a majority of their time iri learning experiences outside of
traditional classes taught by traditional teachers.

Viewed in this way, EBCE becomes a true educational revolution as
opposed to the more evolutionary nature of traditional career education. The
research basis justifying a radically different approach to learning for.certain
segments of the student body is easily justified both by the general domain of
experiential learning and by the obvious fact that some students do not profit
greatly from the traditional teaching/learning process.

If this strategy for institutionalizing the EBCE concept were to be adopted,
EBCE advocates would surely have. to advocate making alternative curriculums,
if not actual alternative schools,-available for choice by students. If this notien
could be sold initially to educational decisionmakers, its long rtin success
would,' of course, be determined by the number and kinds of students who
choose this learning approach over others available to them. As I read the
EBCE literature and think about high school students, I feel it would appeal to
many. It may well be the best of all possible strategies to adopt.

The major difficulties such a strategy would encounter, it ,seems to me.
would lie in: (a) its revolutionary nature; and (b) the perceivedeven if not
realthreat it poses to many of today's. classroom teachers. Such difficulties
are not insurmountable, but they are real and must be faced.

Strategy D: Become An Educational Methodology

Traditional career education, as you know, is properly viewed more as a
Methodology for educational change than as a new kind of program, course, or
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curriculum. It is possible that EBCE might choose to adopt a strategy leading
toward joining with traditional career education as an educational method,-

To do this, of course, would demand that EBCE. consider and emphasize

ways of infusing its approaches into the regular classroom in ways that allow
the total teaching/learning process to extend beyond the walls of the
elaSSedom. This, Obviously, is what traditional career education has done. To
adopt this strategy would demand that. EBCE advocates seek to share the
knowledge, expertise, and materials they have amassed over the last several
years with persons now/engaged in traditional career education. A wide variety
of ideas, materials, and approaches to interacting with the broader community
have been developed by EBCE advocates which, if made a part of traditional
career education, hold high promise for ncreasing its effectiveness. Not all of
the_ current cognitive content of EBCE could be made a part of traditional
career education in view of the fact some of this content stands in opposition
to basic career education concepts. This does not mean that such content need

be lost; can certainty become a very valuable part of the more generic
area known as experiential learning.

0%.,J

The obvious law disadvantage inherent in adopting tKis strategy is that it
would lead to disappearance of EBCE as a separate entity in its own right.
Instead, ,EBCE would be remembered primarily as an effort that helped to
build the content and increase the effectiveness of the career education
movement. There is littleipoint trying to pretend otherwise.

The four strategies. I have presented here need not, obviously, be considered
as the only ones available to EBCE advocates at the present time. Various
combinations and permutations of these four strategiesIre possible and other
completely different, strategies may well be developed. I Would suspect that,
among current' EBCE "crusaders," some may well be found who would
embrace each of the basic strategies outlined here. That is as it should be.

For my part, I do not pretendnor contendthat one of these strategies is
'wiser or more desirable than any of the otheis. In my view, they are, at
present, equally viable and defensible strategies to consider. Obviously., I, as a

career education advocate; would hope that the fourth may appeal to most
EBCE advocates more than the other threebut that is a hope, not an
assumption. In the long run, the strategyor strategies adopted by EBCE,
advocates to institutionalize the knowledge accumulated by the EBCE effort
over the last several ye,ars must be chosen by each of you who. today, regard
yourselves as active particiPants in the EBCE "crusade." No one, I hope, would
want it to be otherwise:

,
2
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YEDPA: OBLIGATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR AMERICAN.
EDUCATION

Since 1960, the ratio of youth to adult unemployment has reetattied stabl
al_about 3:1.. _Likewiser_the ratio of unemployment among non =white youth, as
opposed to white youth, has remained at about 2: 1. During(this same period.,
underemployment among youth, defined as the numbit accepting employment
at a lower level than that for which they are 'prepared, has increpied
dramatically. -

r .

Cons5iOus and conscientious attempts to deal with this p lem have been
mounted in recent years by various parts of the Departmen Labor,_ by a
variety of community based organizations, and by the ormal education.
system. From a "results" viewpoint, these efforts have not succeeded in
altering these ratios. This, of course, does not mean that good and worthwhile
things have not been learnCd tior Mid youth, in general, have not received
assistance.

r

The Congress, In enacting the Youth Employment Demonstration Projects
Act of 1977, recognized the past contributions of these three societal elements

(1- by including all of them in the legislation. In doing so, the Congress asked each
to (a) increase the intensity and variety of their actions; and (b) work
together rather than separately. When results are assessed, the "bottom line"
'will be the extent to which the yotah/work/schooling problem has, been
alleviated. The "next-to-the-bottom line" will be the extent to which and the
effectiveness with .which a true collaborative effort has been initiated.

The purpose of this, piesentation is to address responsibilitieslOf the forMal
education system- in this collaborative effort. Its ,.bitsic thesis:.-144 'that, -as
education dischargei its obligations under YEDPA, Miseries of opportunities for
needed basic structural changes in education will inevitably emerge. While the

'YEDPA, by itself,.sis riot i sufficient reason to change, the American education
system, it may well become a catalyst for change.

To defend this thesis, an atterret will first be made to sp ecify obligations of
the formal education system found. in: .the YEDPA legislation. This will be
'followed by a listing of youth neeils to be met by the collaborative effort
involving the education system: Finally, a series of opportunities for .basic
educational change growing out of niethods required to meet education's
obligations, will be identified and briefly cussed.
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Obligations of Education Pound in the YEDPA Liithlation

The YEDPA 95-93identlfles specific obligations of education in
several places. They can be summarized as follows:

'Me I Yoiing Adult Conservation Corps
1. The Secretary of iLabor is required to work, with the Department of

Health, Education. and Welfare to make suitable arrangements whereby
academic credit may be awarded by educational Institutions and agencies
frir, carapetieticiOt derived, from work experience. (Sec. 804(e)). This
requirement axes in spite of the fact that the formal education system
will not be dbvcily involved in providing nor in evaluating training.

2. The Secretary of tt4\Department of Interior and the Secretary of the
Department of Agriculture may make grants' toany public agency or
organization for State and/or local programs funded with the 30 percent
of funds set aside for State and local programs. (Sec. 806(aX2)). Public
educational institutions qualify for such grants.

Title II, Subpart I Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects
.1. The prime sponsor must provide assurances that arrangements have been

made with the appropriate LEA that participating in-school youth are
enrolled and meeting the minimum academic and attendance require-
ments of th school. (Sec. 327(aX4XK)). LEAs have obvious obligations
to su e sponsors with these data under clear agreements.

2. The Secretary of Labor must, in his report to the Congress,.include. data
with respect to the degree to which employment opportunities provided
have caused out-of-school youths to return to school or others to remain
in school. (Sec. 329(3)). LEAs have clear obligations to: (a) devise and
implement arrangements for out-of-school youth to return to school; and
(b) participate in efforts to encourage in-school youth enrolled here to
remain In school.

3. The prime sponsor must provide assurances the consultation has been
held with public and private nonprofit educational agencies including
vocational and .postsecondary education institutions. (Sec. 327(aX4XD)).
Educational institutions have an obligation to provide such consultakiArs.

4. Employment opportunities provided youth participating under this
subpart may take place in LEAs, institutions of higher education, and
other kinds of educational institutions. (Sec. 326(a)): The Educatiori
system has an obligation to make available somt employment oppor-
11enities fOr youth enrolled under this subpart.
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This U, iksbpart 2 Youth Community Conservation and Improvement
Pr ducts

1. The prime sponsor Is required to include, in the proposed agreement to
conduct such project. a description of arrangements made with school
systemsincluding sch cooperat programs, (Sec. 336(b)(1)). Edu-
cators have ass obligation with prime sponsors in making such
arrangements.

2. The prime sponsor la required to describe plans for coordinating the
training and work experience with school-related programs, including
awarding academic credit. (Sec. 336(bX)). Educators have an obligation
to participate In forming and carrying out these plans.

3. Projects are required to be conducted in such a mannalits to permit
participating in-school youth to coordinate their jobs with classroom
instruction. (Sec. 337(bX2)). Educators have a responsibility to arrange 4

school schedulesand the school dayin ways that 'hake such coordina-
tion workable and effective.

Title II. Subpart 3 Youth Employment and Training Programs

1. The program for in-school youth. under this subpart, must be adminis-
tered, under contracts with the prime sponsor, by an LEA, a consortium
of LEAs; or by a postsecondary educational institution. (Sec. 346(cX2)).
Educatorihave an obligation to administer such efforts.

2. The program for in-school youth may include a variety of school-to-work
transition services for all youth, ages 16-21 as well as special work
experience prograMs for economically disadvantaged youth. (Sec.
345(aX2)). Educators have an obligation to plan for implementing
programs of both types.

3. EconomiCally disadvantaged in-school youth participating in this subpart
are to be selected by the educational institution based on certification
made by school-based guidance counselors. (Sec. 346(c1(6)). Educational
institudons have an obligation to perform this selectidn flint:don and to
demonstrate its validity.

4. Not less than 22 percent .of the funds available under this subpart must
be used for programs for in-school youth under agreements between
prime sponsors and LEAs. (Sec. 343(d)). LEAs have an obligation to
make sure this 211ipercent is a minimum, not a maximum, and to enter
into subcontracts' with postsecondary educalikon institutions to serve
youth in-such settings.
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5. LEAs are required to secure ffinds from prime sponsors for use, in part,
to employ additional school-based couMmolon to carry out provision* of
this subpart. (Sec. 346(cX3)). LEAs have an obligation to do so without
s.upplanring cusrehtly errioyed COWISIgOra

6, Special provisions are made to encourage pr to make available
employment and career counseling to presec dary youth. (Sec.
3413(c)(1)(E)). Educators have an obligation to discover and bnplet,utit.
ways of making this a reality.

7. Ten percent of finds available under this subpart may booted for work
experience programs for youth from various socioeconomic levels and
are not restricted to economically disadvantaged youth. (Sec. 345(a)).
Eduivotors have an obligation to plan for and implement -this section of
the Act.

S. Youth Councils are to be established under this subpart. (Sec. 346(b)).
Educators have an obligation to participate In such youth councils and
for working constructively with them.

There are, thus, a minimum of 20 legal obligations for education specified in
this law. When viewed collectively, they tell us a great deal about what
education ip to do, but very little about how these obligations are to be met.

Speck Youth Needs Addressed in the YEDPA Legislation

Title II of YEDPA contains references to variety of youth needs to be met
jointly through collaborative effort* of CBTA prime sponsors, community
based organizations, and educational institutions. While education is not soieb
responsible for meeting these needs, it behooves all educators to be aware of
their nature. Including both in-school and out-of-school youth, Subparts 1 and
2 pertain to needs of economically disadvantaged youth, ages 16-19. Subpart 3
refers to needs of all youth, ages 16-21 as well as certain additional needs of
economically disadvantaged youth.

A summary listing of such youth needs for economically disadvantaged
youth includes the need to:

Subpart I:

1. Earn though money so they can main in high school

2. Earn enough money so they can r turn to high schootk10 ropouts)
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3. Find ways of reentering high school (for dropouts)

4. Discover career- related reasons for completing high school

Subpart 2:

1. Earn money while acquiring specific vocational skills

:
2. Expand options }or vocational skill training beyond the offer

education-sys
by the

3. Acquire genesid employability skills

Subpart 3:

1. Engage in subsidized work experience that will enable them to explore
career options and make better career decisions

2. Acquire specific vocational skills

3. Be recipients of transition services called for in this subpart available to
all youth

Under Subpart 3. a total of 16 youth needs are identified to be made
available to all participating yotith. ages 16-21. These include, for example, the
need for:

I. Counseling. including career counseling

alb

2. Occupational, educational, and labor market information of a national.
State, and.loca/ nature

3. Assistance in making the transition from school to work

4. Career exploratitwin both the public and private sector

5. Job placement assistance

6. Assistance in combatting race sex tereotyping as deterrarIU to Nil
freedom of educational and occupatio choice. .

These youth needs have been listed for three purposes: (a) to illustrate that
they. represent needs 'all three partners in this collaborative effort have been
trying to'ineet for several years; (b) to emphasize that_the Act provides a series
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of new resources and development or approaches to meeting these nebds. and
(c) to point out once mute hat these needs are to be met through a
collaborative, effort. 3

Opports4tise raclgeeded Educational Change

American education cannot fully meet its YE1WA obligations through its
promient structure. Change is needed. Such change must be planned and
implemented tn ways Pisiglaioni with ell lbesic- -yogis of eilts-c-iition and the
educational needs of all stucitnts. YEDPA provides education With several
opportunities for basic change as 14 seeks to meet its obligations under tilts Act,

Opportunity 1: To plan and implement ways of utilising the broader
unity in the educative process. Several parts of YEDPA contain

proxialons for in school youth to utilize the personnel and physical resources of
the broader community, as well oat those of the education system. in preparing
themselves for work. This should be welcomed as an opportunity to use the
community as learning laboratory. Educators have known, for years. that
youth can and do learn in more places than the classroom, in more ways than
through 'reading books, and from more persons than classroom teaalers. In this
increasingly complex society. we can no longer plan to duplicate vornmilnity
learning resources within the schoolhouse walls. If -we can apply such principles
to the business/labor/industry community, we can also apply them for other
purposes to such community settings as libraries, museums, art galleries, and
community service agencies. Just as students can learn 'outside of the schoci
building, so, too, can educators. To seize this opportunity would provide
educators a means to implement such longstanding educational goals as those
found in the extendEd school day, the distended school, and the yearsibund
school.

X
Opportunity 2: To learn about and implement new ways of awarding

academic credit. Throughout the YEDPA, repeated emphasis is placed on the
need to find ways of awarding academic credit for work experience. Since four
out of every five high schools already do so. there is nothing new about the
concept. What is new is the request that academic credit be awarded for
experiences neither supervised nor evaluated by professional educators. On top
of this, parts of YLJ)PA also ask for academic credit.jo be awkrded both for
basic academic skills ,and employability skills acquired through the YEDPA
experience..

American education faces serious and inescapable responsibilities both tq
guarantee the validity of academic credit granted and for assuring that such
credits are appropriate to count toward graduation requirements. These
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responsibilities can be met within the framework of the YEDPA legislation
,only if planning and, implementation efforts in the arena of performance
evaluation are stressed. Such efforts must move us 'away from so great a
dependence on the amount of time spent in a classroom as a criterion for
credit-counting and toward a greater emphasis on demonstrated performance.
Resistance to performance evaluation, as a basis for granting academic credit, :r
has come both because some educational experiences defy pure performance
evaluation and because instrumentation for performance . evaluation remains
imperfect. If the YEDPA legislation. can serve to stimulate educators to value,..
to-validate, and to use performance evaluation as a basis for granting academic
credit, a signifkant step will have been taken toward improving ow entire
system of formal education. The large sums of discretionary krAwlikige
building funds aVailable under YEDPA should help greatly.

Opportunity 3: To provide diversified, educational opportunitiei for stu-
dents within the framicWork of an. integrated educational system. All three
subparts of Title II of YEDPA provide multiple opportunities for special
services aimed at helping economically disadvantaged students. It is a direction
that iseminently necessary. This is not to .say it is ,sufficient.W,ebmust follow
this same principle for alt. This, too, represents an-opportunity for educational
planning 'and ithplemelittation long overdue in American education. The
principle under ..questiotr is what. some have described as the "doctrine of
fairness" which-holds that, to be -fair to all students, we must expose all to
exactly the same experiences. To those who recognize and value individual
difference's, it -is better known as the "doctrine of unfairness"i.e., as a
.doctrine that should be abolished. A true "doctrine of fairness" would demand
that, assuming a common core. of basic knowledge at what ,Commissioner
Ernest Boyer has described as the "basic school" and. "middle school" levels,
differing _educational opportunities be made available, in' the forth of both
in-school and community educational experiences, for all students. If the
YEDPA. legislation can stitnulate a basic ciiarige in- American education,
especially at the grade 10-12 level, aimed at providing a variety of kinds of
"learning to do" and."doing to learn" educational experiences for all students,
it will have made a signifkant contribution.

Opportunity 4: To enhance and protect freedom of career choice. Both
Title I and Stibparts 1 and:2 of YEDPA's Title II are restrictive in terms of the
type of work experience and training opportunities made available to
economically disadvantaged youth:. The economic rewards resulting from
participation may well cause many such youth to narrow their consideration of
possible occupational choiqes to those available under the Act. To avoid this
danger, it --is essential that educators start planning -now to discover ways of
helping economically disadvantaged youth whose career goals differ, from
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opportunities available under this Act to discover alternative ways of moving
toward such career-goals.

. Once again,- education is faced with a stimulus opportunity to change
holding implications fdr all students. One's career choices profoundly affect
the individual's total lifestyle. Such choices have been unduly restricted for
many youth on the . basis of parental occupation, socioeconomic level,
occupational stereotyping based on race, sex, and physical handicaps, and,
most of all, by inadequate opportunities to engage in career exploration-in the
occupational society itself. With more than seven out of every ten youth
.ctirrently enrolled in secondary schools and colleges currently expressing need
for -bore help in career- decisionmaking, the time has surely come to consider
this a_challenge for educational planners and decisionmakers. The need to
plan for and provide multiple opportunities for career exploration for all
students is made clear by the special challenges the YEDPA legislation poses
for economically disadvantaged students. It is a need that must be met.

'Opportunity S: To relate educational experience's to, later lifestyle activities
of youth. Title II, Subpart 3, of YEDPA calls'ker school based counselors to
certify that work experience opportunities are related to career and educa-
tional goals of participating students. This,- of course, is only the top of the
"iceberg" of educational relevancy. Whether or not work experiences are
-related to educational experiences will, in reality, depenel.on the degree to
which the teaching faculty recognizes the need and possibilities for
Important ,as counselors obviously ate, it is in the classroom, no the
counselor's office, where the student will either experienceor fail to
experiencerelationships between school subjects and work experience oppor-
tunities available under YEDPA.

If YEDPA can stimulate American educ/ation to move toward angncreased -"

emphasis, in every classroom, on the usefulness of subject matter in both career.
and other lifestyle activities, great progress wilLhave been made. Such'an effort
will surely alleviate, such current symptoms of educational deficiency as
-lowered test scores, classroom diicipling, and high truancy rates. When both
student and teacher can clearly see the usefulness of ,the subject matter, the
general health Of American education will surely improve. The key person
among professional educators is the.classroom teacher. Hopefully, irnpleinenta-
tion of YEDPA will reinforce this most basic of all educational truths.

It is apparent that the YEDPA legislation addresses a host of youth needs
that have been of concern to Ainerican education for several years. It is equally
apparent that, by calling for a collaborative effort involving other segments of
the community also concerned about -such youth needs, the odds of meeting:
such needs is enhhced.
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The YEDPA legislation clearly calls for the active and deep involvement of
professional educators. The obligations of educators contained in this
legislation cannot be fully met unless some basic`- changes are made in -.the
system of education. This legislation can serve as a catalyst for stimulating such
changes in directions that will enhance the quality of education. It is an.
opportunity that must not be missed and a challenge that must be Met.

4a.
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THE COMMUNITY CAREER EDUCATION RES° URCE,CENTER
CONCEPT

rs

Among the bask principles the career education concept has held as
inviolate, the following are particularly appropriate to this presentation:

1. The costs of career education should come from a combination of
reallocati of current education resources and existing community
resources.

2. The education system should. make _full use of the existing business/
labodindustry/prOfessional/government community rather than trying to
stimulate or duplicate that community within the frameWork of
education.

3. Career awareneslear,eer exploration, and work experience opportunities -

for students should be made available in the existing. occupational
society.

4. The career education concept should extend to adults as well as to
youth.

a
cof

It is important that each of these basic principles be preserved.

As the career education concept has evolve
. that concept into an operational level, a se
become apparent. These problems are particul
settings. It is suggested here that creation a
Career Education Resource" Center represen
practical problems.-

I
Three sub-topics must be , 'scussec The rationgle behind the concept of

ucationa Coirunifitity' Career rce (CCERar b) the nature andE
functions - of the .c eE c; .and ( alternative approaches to estabOink and
operating a CCERC.

and attempts made to convert
ies of practidal problems has
ply obvious and acute in 174iilazi
d operatiocof a toftimunity

one . viable answer to 4such

Rationale for the CCERC

I

Tree Practical implementation problemst_ceach growing out of the career
education concept, combine to form the rationale for the. CCERC. Each
deserves brief discussion and identification here.
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First, the career education concept calls for all elementary school pupils to
gain career awareness in the occupational society and for junior /senior high
scilool students to experiencetcareer exploration and obtain opportunities for
work experience in that society. In the large urban areas, where multiple
thousands of students are enrolled in the K-12 school system, this becomes

extremely difficult Vet accomplish in an effective and efficient manner. Simply
conductinglogistics of planning conding field trips designed to offer career

awareness opportunities fora elementary school pupils ina variety of secttors
of society are discouraging to contemplate. When one .considers the still more.

.
time-consuming activities involved in career .exploration' and work experience
opportunities for junior and senior high School students-,,,the' situation becomes
almost impossible to comprehend and obviously impossible to. implement in a
practical and comprehensive manner. matter' how. willing and eager
employers are to accommodate such heed they .find themselves unable to do
so fully and still run their operations in n efficient and p stable manner.
Some more eificient means are needed to: (a) screvn both class's and sites for
career awareness and career exploration experiences; and (13) make, sure that
students involved in such activities are persons who are ready for and 6an.profit
by the experiences. The CCERC is one possible answer to these difficulties..

Second, .the career education concept recognizes that educators, as well as ,
their students, have much to learn about the occupational society. If-teachers

nte to 'infuse knowledge regarding that society, into their Lesson plans, ther" -

ed some quick and accurpe means of iaining information about that.society.
If they sire to plan field trips for their students, they need some of
knowing what to expect to find on any venfield trip so that they can b ter
prepare their students fof it and fol w up later on the visit. The career

.

undecided student -needs help from his/ r teaillters.and counselors in selecting,
from- all possible opportunities in the occupational society, those than would be
most 'profitable for use in career exploration:Those school 'officials responsible
for operating work experience programs need some way of screening studenti

al in order .to esure-_that 'the work experience' Will be viewed favorably by
employ'ers. and 'students alike. Th9-e is a real need for inservice of educators in
all these matters. here, too, th0 CCERCdrepresentS one possible answer to
consider.'

. Third, many community members who could and should profit from' a
i

community- career education effort are not students enrolled in the K-12 public
school system: Some are enrolled in private K-12 schools. Others are
out, of- school youth who, for various reasons, have failed to make a successfulc,
transition' from school to work. Still others are adults ink the community faced
with problems. of rid career change and/or re-ente . A. the occuratiqnal
society. A community career education effort that ignore--,r the career education -.

1 v o,-I
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needs of such persons is both inefficient and unfair. The CCERC is one way of
meeting needs of these persons.

-,With this background of need and recognition of practical problems facing
us, let us now "mine the possible nature of the CCERC.

'Natalie of the CCERC

To begin., it should be recognized that the CCERC is. designed to serve the
school system and the community, not a. schOol building within a
system. While -it% could be condacteld under the auspices of either the school
system, some community agency or combination of agencies, or as a joint
effort involving both school. system and the broader community, it is, in no
way, a concept seen as applicable to a single school building.

There are at least three possible levels of content that could be considered in
Conceptualizing a CCERC. At the- broadest level, one could conceive of a
CCERC that encompassed, to the. greatest . possible degree, the .entire
occupational society. Such a CCERC _might very well be thought of as being
dividect.into, 15 sections, one for each of the 15 OE occupational clusters. At a
second level, one could envisage, especially in large urban areas, separate
CCERCS for each of theft- 15 OE clusters. . That is, one might be a

\"Transportation CCERC," another a "Manufacturing, CCERC," a third' a
I`Business and Office OCcupations CCERC," etc. Under these arrangements, the
15 CCERCs could be operated under the magnet concept with attdents from
any part of the city being eligible to visit any of the 15, CCERCs in operation.
At .a third level, one could conceive of CCERCs constructed individually
tor each of several large industries in the community. Under this arrangement,
each would concentrate on occupations found within that industry. Obviously,-
other possibilities ex' t. These three are given here in order to illustrate the
flexibility of the CC C concept.

N matter wha( the organizational arrangement, inP existing CCERC should
be th u t of in terms of a variety of:operational components. The-first such
com ent is an occupational information center. In, this center, the person
(e.g., student, teacher, adult community: member) bould find up-to-date local
occupational information regarding the

been collected
'of the local- occupational

society; Such information will have. been colleCted by. and/or with persons
working in the Iocal o ational society. It should include .infornhation
regarding the nature of each occupation, the education appropriate for entering
it along with other entry requirements, and information regardi
relationships to. the larger society. While the original source' of accuracy of such
information should come from members of the occupatiOnal" society, the A
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inforration itself may well be written, with the help of teachers, at various
levels to meet the needs of various age ranges and levels of career development.
Ai its simplest level,. this information may be located in file drawers with
occupations listed alphabetically. At its most complex level, all of this
information may be stored in a computer with computer terminals in each
school building having access to all such information found in a given CCERC,
Obviolisly, a wide variety of alternatives exist between these two extremes.

A second major component of the 'CCERC can be thought. of as an
occupational simulation center. The basic idea behind such ar. center is to
Construct, with the help and advice of persons from the occupational society, a
series of simulation games, exercises, and/or tasks that a person inquiring about
that occupation can pursue. To the greatest possible extent, these simulation
exercises should be built . around the "hands on"' principle that -allows the
individual to explore his/her interests and aptitudes for a particular occupation
(or, more generally, a. class of occupations) by completing a task, or series of
tasks, calling for use of the actual tools used by workers in that occupational
field. Persons who have been exposed to this kind of siinulation exercise will
have oppOttimity _to select (and/or be selected) for participation in -particular
career- exploration and work experience opportunities in the occupational
society. The 'exercises themselves should be constructed in such a form that
they can be carried out in an individualized instruction manner and completed
in a relatively short, timei.e., an hour or less.

Those interested in this concept can learn more. about how it might operate
by contacting Mr. Joseph Luke, State Supervisor of Industrial Arts, Utah State
Department of Education. Under Mr. Luke's direction, several such simulation
centers have been assembled in Utah junior high schools using what were
formerly industrial arts and home economics teaching centers. Mr. Luke, with
the assistance of industrial arts teachers and persons from a wide variety of
occupations; has supervised the Construction of a wide variety of such

iskmulation. exercises. It isaliot be,ing recommended here that these devices be
b"Placed in individual school' buildings, of coursd, but the basic principles under

which Mr. Luke uridertook his work in Utah are the ones we are discussing.

The third rnakir component of the CCERC can be thought of as a personnel
resource center. In this center, a variety of resources and activities can be
envisioned. Eor example, it will include space and facilities for teachers to use
in ,devising, with the help 'of volunteers from the business/labor/industry
community, career education materials arld lesson plans required for infusion
of careet education concepts in the classroom. In another-' art of the facility,
volunteers from the occupational community alight be' seen visiting with
interested high school studenti and/or adults froth the community with respect
to the nature of occupations and occupational opportunities in particular
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industries or occupations. A third part of thit center might! operate as a
bonafide placement center for both full-time and part-time job placement and
right well be staffed jointly by persons from the local employment service,

school system, and, once again, by volunteers from the occupational
society itself.

, The entire CCERC should be thought of as a facility designed -to serve the
communitynot just he K-12 school students. Because of this, it should be
located in a place (or places) readily accessible to community members and
should be in operation at night as well as during daytime hours.

Making the CCERC Work

If the concept of the CCERC has appeal, questions will i nevitably arise
regarding its costs, the means of paying such costs, and who will be responsible
for operating and maintaining the CCERC. Again, a very wide range . of
possibilities exist with only a few examples being presented heire7

Cine possible arrangement may well be found in many urban areas currently
faced with a number of empty elementary schools closed because of declining

' pupil enrollments. Such school buildings would make excellent facilities for a
CCERC. If a school board elected to make one or more such buildings available
for purposes of housing a CCERC, arrangements could well be made with a
local Chamber of Commerce, CETA Prime Sponsor (under the YEDPA Act pf
1977), a local American Legion chapter, ; or any other kind of community
group to staff and, equip the CCERC. s

. 1 I

Certainly, if the school system supplies the building, some combination of
.non-school community resources should be available for . equipping and

providing major staff for the CCERC. There is no way the concept can work,
of course, without the expertise and involvement of the businessilabor/inclus-
try/professional/government community. It is-not an idea that school systems
can implement by themselves even if they suddenly found themselves with
surplus funds. (A most unlikely event in these times!) Educators simply do not
have he expertise neededto equip or to fully staff a CCERC. This is not to
say o
have

course.- that some school staff personsparticularly some of the school
sys em's career guidance counselors.might not find themselves appropriately
assigned to the CCERC.

It seems likely that both the financial resources and staff requirements
necessary for the CCERC will come from a combination of 62mmunity
resources. For example, if the CCERC contained one section of its occupa-
tional information >center devoted to information and materials supplied by
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local elements of organized labor, it seems reasonable to expect that I cal labor
unions would contribute some funds and personnel to this effort. Si larly, if a
given -large industry in an urban area wanted its nature and oPportu ities to be
better known to the community, it might well volunteer some of it funds and
staff to the CCERC.

On a day-to-day base, the CCERC, as envisioned here, would s e staffed, at
sik least in part, by retired persons from the occupational society w would work

on either a paid or volunteer basis iut the CCERC. The wealth of xperience and
expertise found among Members of-The retirement community presents a rich
resource for career education in any community. It does no seem unreason-
able to assume that many members of the retirement corn unity might be
willing to volunteer some of their time to assure the iuccessf operation of the
CCERC.

Another possibility would be to think of CCERC's b ing operated under
direction of CETA prime- sponsors in urban areas. With assage of the Youth
Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 197 each CETA prime
sponsor is faced with the challenge of Making career xploration and work
experience opportunities available to . a. wide range f both in-school and
out7of-school youth. They are also required, under- this egislation, to enter into
cooperative agreements with local educational authori ies. Th.e.CCERC concept
may be an extremely viable one (Pr consideration by CETA prime sponsors -
faced with a task of implementing this-legislation. /

It should be Made clear that, in proposing the /concept of the CCERC, we
are; in no .way, suggesting that it be financed, stiaffed, and operated entirely
under the auspices of the local' education system.. In. addition to being
obviously impractical, such an arrangement would be contrary' to the career
education concept itself. Unless the broader community is willing to become
involved and committed to the implementation' of the CCERC concept, there is
no point beginning it

Operational implementation of the career education cohcept, particularly in
urban afeas, calls for some, middle ground between trying to simulate the
community in the school and simply drowning the community with students in
search'of career awareness and career exploration opportunities. The CCERC
concept, even in the embryonic fashionit hasbeen portrayed in here, seems to
represent a possibility worthy of serious consideration. It is hoped that these
remarks. will prompt leaders from both _education and from the larger
occupaqnal society in many urban communities to,consider how this concept
could be 6.onverted into reality in their communities.

,t
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